
Material
World

debuts in NYC
The Material World fabric exhibition was well received as it kicked off in New York City for

the first time.  Kathy Swantko reports from the Jacob Javits Convention Center.
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M
aterial World New York, which
debuted at the Jacob Javits
Convention Center, proved that
the New York location offers a

more fashion-focused show compared to the
Material World Miami Show, held each year in
the spring. 

“The premier of Material World New York
was an outstanding showcase, bringing
together a balanced presentation of
sourcing, fabric, and technology,” explained
Kevin Burke, president /CEO of American
Apparel & Footwear Association, one of the
show sponsors. 

Since the New York market is the major
fashion center in the US, this venue attracts
interest from the fashion apparel and home
furnishing markets, while the Miami Show
draws its strength from apparel manufac-
turing in Central and South America, and the
Caribbean Basin.

The show featured 325 exhibiting
companies, and showcased the latest
introductions and innovations from leading

mentioned they were hoping to see more
attendance from some smaller niche
markets, including medical and industrial.

While some knitters mentioned that traffic
was spotty, others were very pleased.  Susan
Tierney Miller, representing Tex-Tenn, noted,
“We have been very busy.  I sent out a lot of
information about the Show, and I’m seeing
customers that I had invited, rather than
having to go out on the road to visit them.”

The overall reaction from knitters exhibiting
at the show was still very positive.
KnitAmericas looks at some of the knitted
products featured at the show.

Tex-Tenn is a family-owned manufacturer of
high pile sliver fabrics based in Gray,
Tennessee.  Fabrics are made primarily from
micro-denier acrylics and Kanecaron
modacrylics, developed for a wide range of
markets, including apparel, home decor, pet
beds, saddle pads and horse blankets,
medical, air filtration, faux furs, paint rollers,
and military applications. 

Miller stated, “We’ve always participated in
many niche markets – apparel as well as
industrial, which is the reason we’re still
standing.  We’ve never been really
dependent on one market.  There has never
been a customer that’s represented more
than about 4% of our total volume.  And,
that’s across the board in all of the markets
that we service.”

Because Tex-Tenn is not solely dependent
on any one market, the company has been
able to be more creative in its mechanical
and innovative product development for the
apparel market, which in turn, has proven
beneficial for the other markets the company
services.

Miller explained, “We use the apparel
market in a lot of ways to pioneer many of
our product developments.  The apparel
market has a faster turn, is more demanding,
and a little more fickle than other markets.
So, we can get a faster reaction to our
developments.  And, what you learn by doing
some of these modifications is how these
modifications can apply to other industries.” 

The newest product that Tex-Tenn featured
at Material World New York is a proprietary
knit bouclé pile fabric.  This is a bouclé fabric
that is extremely light weight, and  is
combined with the high pile of a fur to
create interesting pattern designs.  Tex-Tenn
also offers low minimums, quick turns, and
exclusive designs to its customers.

firms from around the world. Material World
New York’s exhibitor base represented 22
countries, with the ASAP Global Pavilion
showcasing products and services from
countries including Bangladesh, India, Japan,
Korea, Pakistan, and South Africa.

Tim Von Gal, executive vice president,
Urban Expositions, producers and managers
of Material World said, “Based on the strong
attendance numbers and positive feedback
we’ve received from many of our exhibitors,
we think we’re off to a great start with
Material World New York”. 

Von Gal added, “As pleased as we are, we
know we have not yet begun to fully tap the
potential of this New York exposition.
Looking forward, we plan to continue
building on our attendee marketing efforts
to fully penetrate the local New York market,
as well as the domestic and international
audience.”

One of the few complaints about the show
came from US knitters that have product
targeted towards markets besides apparel
and textiles.  Since many domestic knitters
have diversified their product base in order to
better compete globally, a few companies
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Left: Registration lobby at the Javits Center.

Left: Exterior view of Javits Centre during
Material World New York.



Meanwhile, LanXESS, a spin-off company
from Bayer AG in 2004, has used its
knowledge of the chemicals industry to
develop a range of high-performance fabric
finishes.  The Wellford, South Carolina based
business, says these fabrics can be used to
protect fabrics for apparel and home
furnishings.  

At Material World New York, LanXESS
featured a number of protective finishes
including moisture control finishes; its
Baygard stain management finishes;
BayProtect to control static build-up,
eliminate odors, and resist abrasion; and
Flamegard flame retardant finishes.

Terry Stutts, marketing specialist for
LanXESS, stated, “Our stain management
finishes help to protect your garments and
fabrics from liquids, dirt, and mud.  They
repel water and oil, as well as resist damage
from dry soil.  Our repellency finishes hold up
even after repeated launderings and dry
cleaning.  When water or harsh chemicals
come in contact with textiles treated with a
BayProtect protective finish, droplets simply
bead up and roll off, and stains wash out with
simple laundering.”

One of LanXESS’s newest finishes has
brought the concept of ‘cosmetics to wear’
into the field of textiles, and to the intimate
apparel market.  Stutts explained, “With the
introduction of our BayScent aloe vera
treatment finishes and our aroma therapy
finishes, we offer the added benefits of
protection, skin regulation, cleansing, and
soothing therapy treatments, which is
released from the fabric as the wearer moves
in the garments containing this finish .”

Micro Modal fabrics
At Material World, Ultra Tex Knitting Inc., a
Montreal, Canada, based company, featured
its new micro Modal fabrics for the intimate
apparel market.  The company, now with its

is what makes the  E.C.O. Fabrics line much
more versatile.

Tkach explained, “The spun version has
been primarily a fleece product.  However,
because filament is hot in the market right
now, this is an important direction for us.
The filament product is an advanced product.
It appeals to our markets.  And, we are very
proud that we’re the first knitter to be
offering recycled polyester in filament form.”

The Traptek product is unique in that it was
originally developed as a natural alternative to
fight odor in clothing without the use of
chemicals.  Mitchell, representing the Traptek
technology at Material World, noted, “Traptek
was developed to fight odor using activated
carbon.  The activated carbon comes from
burned coconut shells, and it’s extruded right
into a polyester filament.  However, after the
development of the Traptek fabric, it was
discovered the fabric possessed additional
functional qualities besides odor control.  The
extra performance characteristics include
evaporative cooling, moisture management,
and UV protection, plus a quick drying quality.
So, it’s really a multi-performance product.”

According to John Mitchell, Traptek is only
working with a few knitters and weavers to
launch its technology, and United Knitting is
one of its primary partners.  Mitchell stated,
“We are really trying to keep our partners to a
small number of high quality mills with the
usage controlled, so there isn’t that whole
craziness about who is producing what.  This
way, we know that we can closely monitor
our certification process, insuring product
performance and providing our “evaporative
cooling” benefit.  As a result, we have better
and closer partnerships, and there is no
competition between our partners.”

As a “green” product, Traptek is getting a lot
of attention right now, because of the
natural side of the coconut shell technology.
Traptek can be produced in both spun yarn

own vertically integrated dyeing and finishing
operation, offers circular knit textiles,
covering the basic fabrications through to
cutting edge technical products, produced
on 45 knitting machines ranging from 8-cut
to 32-cut.  The dye house has the capacity to
produce 80,000 kilos a week in dyed fabrics.

In addition to its fine gauge micro-Modal
knits, the company specializes in spandex
blended fabrics, 100% cotton, poly/cotton,
rayon, nylon, blended nylon, poly/rayon, and
specialty technical fibers, in such
constructions as jersey, interlock, ribs,
technical pile fabrics, velour, terry/French
terry, piques, double knits, and mini
jacquards.  Ultra Tex services the active
sportswear, intimate apparel, junior, and
children’s wear markets.

Tennessee company United Knitting is a
provider of stretch knitted fabrics for the
outdoor, fitness, team sports and swimwear
markets.  It maintains a modern state-of-the-
art  knitting, dyeing, and finishing facility.
Consistency, flexibility, and conformity to
requirements are its top priority in the
development of high quality, innovative
fabrics for its partner customers.  

Recycled polyester filament
At Material World New York, United Knitting
presented two new environmentally friendly
developments for the fitness, activewear, and
outdoor markets: a line of E.C.O. fabrics,
made from recycled soda bottles, and a new
‘Traptek’ line, utilizing fibers made from
coconut shells.

Although fabrics made from recycled soda
bottles aren’t new to the industry, what is
new is that United Knitting’s E.C.O. Fabrics are
made with 100% filament polyester yarn,
rather than the spun yarn version, which has
been available in the market for many years.
According to Walter Tkach, director of
technical sales for the company, this feature
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Hi pile knits from Tex-Tenn created a stir.



and filament form. Currently, the technology
is going into 70 denier filament polyester, as
well as staple for blended yarns.

Olefin stretch yarns
This was the first appearance for Dow Fiber
Solutions, the Swiss based producer of Dow
XLA, at Material World.  The booth was
buzzing with activity for its scheduled trend
presentations by Bengt Jacobsson, a Paris-
based forecasting expert.  In a complex
multi-faceted marketplace filled with
continually changing consumer desires and
demands, Jacobsson provided guidance on
how to formulate an accurate picture of the
winter ‘06 and spring/summer ‘07 season.

In his presentation, Jacobsson outlined
several fashion trends for the upcoming
season including transeasonal dressing, casual
comfort, winter cottons, the Nordic
influence, and beautifully designed weekend
wear.  Through the presentation, Jacobsson
also promoted the Dow XLA Fiber, which is

and novelty knit fabric constructions, made
from 100% cotton, cotton/poly blends, and
100% polyester on machinery ranging from
14 to 28 cut. 

According to Dick Liberatore,the company’s
sales representative, Alamac specializes in
custom design development for both the
fashion and performance markets.  He
stated, “We do a lot of good design work. We
work with stretch fabrics, and do items for
base layers and underwear.  We also work
with technical fibers, and are approved as a
manufacturer for Nanotex Fabric.”

In addition, Alamac offers several specialty
finishes, such as easy care, soil release, stain
repellent, moisture management, antimi-
crobial, compacting, and water repellency,
Which provide unique characteristics to
increase the marketability of the finished
garment.  The company’s targeted  end-use
categories include  adtive wear, casual
sportswear, career apparel, uniforms, and
children’s wear.

the first olefin-based stretch fiber to be
successfully introduced to the global textile
marketplace.  

The fiber, which posses advanced molecular
properties, is resistant to extreme chemicals
and temperatures as high as 220 degrees C.
As a result, the fiber’s advanced capabilities
enable the fiber to withstand severe dyeing,
bleaching, mercerizing, and garment wash
conditions.  Basically, the fiber can be
chemically finished as the base ‘rigid fiber’.
Designed to work with a variety of natural
and synthetic fibers, Dow XLA complements
the drape and hand of the fabric, without
imparting a synthetic feel.   

Formerly part of West Point Stevens and
Dyersburg, Almac is a domestic supplier of
circular knit fabrics, has over 50 years of
experience in the knit business.  Based in
Lumberton, North Carolina, Alamac is a
privately held company providing quality
knitting, dyeing, and finishing of a wide
variety of basic knit, single knit, double knit,
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Left-right: Material World Trend Pavilion showcased latest colour, fabric and texture trends for Fall/Winter 2007, including a spotlight on home interior
trends. Left: Gerber Technology Booth at Material World New York.

Left-right: ASAP Global Pavilion further expanded international scope of Material World New York.  Right: Dow Fiber Solutions hosted daily trend presen-
tations in their booth. Far right: Pointcarre USA/Fabrics 2 Dye 4 Booth.


